
Noise in healthcare facilities is a well-known problem with serious consequences. Acoustic levels in today’s hospitals are the highest ever documented and have a

tremendous impact on the privacy, comfort and stress levels of patients and sta . Even in well-being spaces, such as gyms, pools or spas; acoustic comfort plays a

huge role in how beneficial and enjoyable our experience is.

Lyra 8 CL is a hybrid acoustic panel, combining a high-performance acoustic core with a binary sequence perforation pattern, tuning the absorption spectrum of

the panel to focus on mid-range frequencies and efficient phase diffusion.

Lyra 8 CL - Panelling

Features

Type:

Absorber

Absorption Range:

315 Hz to 3150 Hz

Acoustic Class:

C | (aw) = 0,7

Purpose

- RT reduction

- Improving speech intelligibility

- Improving sound field distribution

- Extended mid-low frequency Absorption

- Flutter echo control

Recommended for

Healthcare & Well-being

- Public Spaces

- Meeting Rooms

- Auditoriums

- Food Courts

- Public Corridors

 

Performance

Norma 8

The COVID-19 pandemic has challenged operational standards for all sectors of

the economy.

Infection control has always been a concern, particularly for Healthcare and

Wellbeing Environments, but now, every industry faces the need for solutions

that help ensure a “Covid-safe” workplace.

Artnovion’s MEDLINE-Cleanable products were specifically designed to face this

challenge.

Our Laminated Wood finishes endure thorough and regular cleaning with COVID-

19 killing disinfectants, which is the best way to prevent viral transmission, while

also providing protection against all other agents.

The surfaces of acoustical equipment need to be perforated, allowing for sound

waves to penetrate the panel for optimal sound absorption. Surface resting

pathogens are eliminated by regular cleaning and disinfection. As the inner

perforation surfaces are not reachable and cannot be touch, the perforation

holes do not contribute to any pathogenic agent transmission. 

Find the cleaning instructions here .

_______

This product is available in the following Fire Rate:

FG | Furniture Grade

_______

PRODUCT COMPOSITION:

Lyra 8 CL | Laminated HMDF (FG)

- Laminated HMDF

- Marine Grade Plywood Structural Frame

- Sound PET acoustic core - Euro Class B

_______

Product Dimensions:

- 800x1184x39mm

https://artnovionassets.blob.core.windows.net/assets/products/product_attachment/attachment/1186/cleaning_instructions_laminates_lr.pdf


Dimensions

Add-ons

Dimensions Weight

FG - LM | 800x1184x39mm 8.59 Kg

Box

Quantity per box: 10

Dimensions: 1270x870x430mm

Volume: 0.475m3

Weight: 83.1Kg



Finishes

Lyra 8 CL - Panelling

(FG - LM) Laminate

FG | (LM701) New Golden Oak

Retail code: 

390361980437011

FG | (LM702) Haya Argentino

Retail code: 

390361980437021

FG | (LM703) Chocolate

Retail code: 

390361980437031

FG | (LM704) New Amarilho

Retail code: 

390361980437041

FG | (LM705) Limon

Retail code: 

390361980437051

FG | (LM706) Beige Gaudi

Retail code: 

390361980437061

FG | (LM707) Grey Stone

Retail code: 

390361980437071

FG | (LM708) Mediterranee

Retail code: 

390361980437081

FG | (LM709) Verde Oficial

Retail code: 

390361980437091

FG | (LM710) Brown Khaki

Retail code: 

390361980437101

FG | (LM711) Grafito

Retail code: 

390361980437111

FG | (LM712) Style White

Retail code: 

390361980437121
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